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The Aim of the Book

Public policies emphasize the importance of promoting, inserting and the inclusion of individuals with disabilities in the labor market. Although there are such policies, for instance the Quota Law (Law No. 8213, 1991) to ensure the right of people with all types of disability to enter the labor market, generally job vacancies in companies are filled by people with physical, auditory or visual disabilities.
According to Pereira-Silva and Furtado (2014), Toldrá, De Marque, and Brunello (2010) and Veltrone and Almeida (2010), rarely are people with intellectual disability hired. Data presented in the 2010 Census about disabled people indicates that from the total number of vacancies filled by people with some type of disability, approximately 20% are occupied by workers with intellectual disability (Cartilha do Censo, 2010).

The book entitled “Individuals’ Work with Delayed Intellectual Development”, written by Giovana Escobal and Celso Goyos, which is the result of the first author’s doctoral thesis supervised by the second author, presents a methodological model for behavior analysts about the inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities in a work context and discusses ways of working with this population, aiming at greater autonomy, dignity and inclusion. The main objectives presented in this research are:

1. To teach prerequisites for choice responses;
2. To analyze the choice behavior of adults with intellectual disabilities considering two work alternatives, with and without instructional arrangement; and
3. To evaluate the influence of the conditions with and without choice on the performance of these participants.

**Book Summary**

In the first chapter, Escobal and Goyos show the importance of making choices, affirming that it is part of the basis of the decision-making process and problem-solving process. Afterwards, the authors argue that Behavior Analysis proposes a solid methodology to investigate, acquire, maintain and change choice behavior, adopting procedures of simple concurrent schemes with concurrent threads. Furthermore, this theoretical conception also uses instruments and manipulates different experimental conditions, such as possibilities with or without the choice of an instructional arrangement, which enables people with intellectual disability to perform tasks and encourages their autonomy.

The second chapter addresses the participants’ identification, location, material resources and procedures carried out in the research. The preliminary procedure is also presented in-depth, whose objective is to teach prerequisites and analyze the participants’ choice responses with and without instructional arrangement and adapted instructional arrangement. The procedure entails four steps for teaching the work task with and without instructional arrangement:

1. Teaching the work task with and without instructional arrangement separately;
2. Teaching the work task with and without instructional arrangement alternately;
3. Teaching the work task with and without instructional arrangement alternately with adapted arrangement; and;
4. Teaching the work task with and without instructional arrangement alternately.

The work task consisted of making notepad covers; the instructional arrangement included a utensil for putting shredded paper, the backs of notepad covers and glue; and the adapted instructional arrangement had a white fluorescent lamp attached to the upper end which was intended to make the work task more discriminable. Throughout the chapter, the work task and the instructional arrangements are illustrated by images, so that the reader can have a clearer idea of the materials and methodology used.

The procedures to teach choice responses were followed using four key steps:

1. Teaching the choice response;
2. Teaching the choice response under concurrent and multiple schemes;
3. Teaching the choice response with work alternatives; and;

Afterwards, the participants went through four new phases, which sought to identify the participants’ preferences for opportunities with and without choice, as well as with and without instructional arrangement. The experimental design used was ABAB reversal, coupled to a multiple-element design. Data analysis was carried out using relative rates of choice response and performance analysis.
The third chapter describes the performance of the participants following the order of exposure of procedures of the phases and stages they went through. This way of presenting the results helps the reader to understand better the sequence of experimental conditions that the participants were exposed to and the results obtained. In general, all participants showed a preference for the alternative with instructional arrangement and gave more responses for the condition with choice.

In the fourth chapter, the authors relate the results found from other research in the area, highlighting the gaps of the experiment and also possibilities of future studies that could be designed to control variables that were not manipulated in the present experiment, such as the quantity of items made available in the condition with choice. In the final considerations, Escobal and Goyos discuss the importance of the opportunity of choice and that instrumental arrangements can help individuals with intellectual disabilities to develop their autonomy, self-determination and greater performance at work.

**Contributions of the Book**

The book provides behavioral analysts with important information and knowledge about possible methods to help people with intellectual disabilities develop choice skills in a work situation. The authors emphasize the importance of the opportunity of choice for this population, as it is likely that throughout life, they have hardly had the opportunity to opt for something.

According to Lattal (2004), both basic and applied research influences one another and cannot operate separately because both are controlled by a set of subjects and unique circumstances in their natural environments. Escobal and Goyos, empirically demonstrating that instrumental arrangements can help people with intellectual disabilities to perform in the labor market, emphasize the importance of interaction between experimental and applied research in the investigation of choice behavior for people with intellectual disabilities.

The prevailing conception in society that disability is an attribute of the individual that makes him/her incapable mostly prevents professionals, family members and even the individual him/herself from considering the possibility of the latter to learn and develop work-related behaviors. The research carried out by Escobal and Goyos recognizes the importance of adopting procedures that can acquire repertoires and help with inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities in the labor market.

It should be noted that the inclusion process of the disabled does not only take place by learning specific skills for a work activity. We must also consider multiple factors, such as the physical environment itself and especially the social context in which the individual can be inserted. However, promoting repertoires that help individuals (considered deficient) to have autonomy, such as making choices, will allow them to significantly change the social environment in which they live. As a result, this will contribute to the inclusion of people with intellectual disability and their behaviors may change and be changed by the context in which they live.
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